The pathophysiology of auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH) is largely unknown. Several functional imaging studies have measured cerebral activation during these hallucinations, but sample sizes were relatively small (one to eight subjects) and findings inconsistent. In this study cerebral activation was measured using fMRI in 24 psychotic patients while they experienced AVH in the scanner and, in another session, while they silently generated words. All patients were right handed and diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizo-affective disorder or psychotic disorder not otherwise specified. Group analysis for AVH revealed activation in the right homologue of Broca's area, bilateral insula, bilateral supramarginal gyri and right superior temporal gyrus. Broca's area and left superior temporal gyrus were not activated. Group analysis for word generation in these patients yielded activation in Broca's and Wernicke's areas and to a lesser degree their right-sided homologues, bilateral insula and anterior cingulate gyri. Lateralization of activity during AVH was not correlated with language lateralization, but rather with the degree to which the content of the hallucinations had a negative emotional valence. The main difference between cerebral activity during AVH and activity during normal inner speech appears to be the lateralization. The predominant engagement of the right inferior frontal area during AVH may be related to the typical low semantic complexity and negative emotional content.
Introduction
Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH) are a cardinal feature of psychosis (David, 1999) . Indeed, in schizophrenia the one month prevalence of these hallucinations exceeds 70% (Sartorius et al., 1986) and in 25-30% of patients these perceptions are resistant to medication, leading to functional disability and a low quality of life (Shergill et al., 1998; Copolov et al., 2004) . Therapeutic options for these patients are currently sparse and the development of new therapeutic strategies would benefit from better knowledge of the pathophysiology of AVH.
Despite several functional imaging studies, the neuropathological mechanism of the disorder has remained unclear, possibly as a result of the complexity of scanning cerebral activation during hallucinations. Specifically, patients are required to experience AVH for a substantial part of the scan time in order to generate enough power for a meaningful comparison between activity during hallucinations and the baseline. On the other hand, patients should not hallucinate continuously, since sufficiently long epochs without hallucinations are needed for a useful comparison with hallucinating periods. This may explain why sample sizes of previous functional imaging studies that have assessed cerebral activation during AVH have been small, ranging from one to eight patients (Silbersweig et al., 1995; Woodruff et al., 1995; Dierks et al., 1999; Lennox et al., 1999 Lennox et al., , 2000 Shergill et al., 2000 Shergill et al., , 2001 Copolov et al., 2003; Hoffman et al., 2007) . Apart from the small sample sizes, previous studies applied rather liberal thresholds for significance. This combination can easily result in both type I and type II errors, which may have created inconsistent results regarding which areas are activated during hallucinations (reviewed by Stephane et al., 2001 and Allen et al., 2008) . For example, Silbersweig et al. (1995) observed activation predominantly in subcortical structures, while Shergill et al. (2000) found activation of Broca's area and bilateral temporal cortices. Dierks et al. (1999) reported hallucinatory activity in the primary auditory cortex, which could not be replicated by Copolov et al. (2003) who instead observed prominent activity in the parahippocampal gyrus. The largest sample of patients hallucinating during fMRI recordings to date was reported recently by Hoffman et al. (2007) who found activity during AVH in temporal and frontal areas of both hemispheres in eight patients. Since it has been shown that over 20 subjects are needed in a typical fMRI experiment to obtain appropriate reproducibility (Desmond et al., 2002; Thirion et al., 2007) , we acquired fMRI scans of 24 psychotic patients while they were experiencing AVH. Since these perceptions obviously consist of words or sentences, we hypothesized that this analysis would reveal activity in language-related structures, such as Broca's and Wernicke's areas. Apart from these classical language areas, AVH may activate other brain regions that could be specific to the presence of hallucinations. In a previous study (Sommer et al., 2007) , we found that the majority of schizophrenia patients showed prominent activity in the right-sided homologues of the classical language areas during AVH (i.e. in the right inferior frontal gyrus, right superior temporal and supramarginal gyrus), while normal language is generally produced in the left hemisphere in right-handed subjects. To explore a difference in lateralization between hallucinatory activation and normal language production, the same patients also performed a silent word generation task while fMRI scans were acquired.
Method Subjects
Subjects were included who experienced frequent AVH as well as frequent moments without these hallucinations. Twenty-four right-handed patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia-spectrum disorder participated in this study. All subjects used antipsychotic medication during the study, but continued frequently to experience AVH. The clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 1 .
Patients were diagnosed using the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History (CASH) (Andreasen et al., 1992) according to DSM-IV criteria by an independent psychiatrist. All subjects were strongly right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . The Positive and Negative Syndromes Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987) was used for assessment of symptoms over the last week. Detailed characteristics of the hallucinations were assessed using the Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales-Auditory Hallucinations Rating Scale (PSYRATS-AHRS) (Haddock et al., 1999) . Clinical ratings were performed on the day of the fMRI scan by trained interviewers.
The study was approved by the Human Ethics Committee of the University Medical Center, Utrecht. After a complete description of the study was provided to the subjects, written informed consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental design and data acquisition
Activation during hallucinations was measured over 8 min, during which fMRI scans were made continuously. Patients were instructed to squeeze a balloon when they experienced AVH, and to release it when the hallucinations subsided (adapted from Hoffman et al., 2007) . Language activation was also measured, again over 8 min during which a paced letter fluency task was presented. Patients were asked to silently generate a word starting with the letter displayed on a screen placed in front of them. Letters were presented in eight activation blocks, each block lasting 30 s. In each activation block 10 different letters were displayed at a rate of one letter every 3 s. As a reference, a crosshair was projected on the screen. After finishing the language activation task, two additional letter fluency trials were presented, in which subjects had to generate words aloud, without the scanner noise. These two blocks were used to measure behavioural performance of the subjects while they were in the scanner.
Activation maps were obtained using a Philips Achieva 3 Tesla Clinical MRI scanner.
In order to improve the power to detect significant activation, we applied a very fast scan sequence; the 3D PRESTO SENSE sequence, developed in-house (Neggers et al., 2008) , which achieves full brain coverage within 0.609 s. This was important because we intended to be as sensitive as possible for BOLD signal changes during the periods of hallucination. The patients investigated here are difficult to study in an MR environment because the sometimes brief hallucination periods are unpredictable, and not all patients tolerate long scanning sessions well. This scan sequence combines a 3D-PRESTO pulse sequence with parallel imaging (SENSE) in two directions using a commercial 8-channel SENSE. First, the shifted echo of PRESTO (readout of excited signal after the next excitation pulse) ensured very efficient readout, using the normally unused time between excitation and the optimal echo train for BOLD contrast. Next, multiple receiver (Neggers et al., 2008) . Finally, when using 3D acquisition as in PRESTO, K-space is 3D and this accelerated readout technique can be applied in two dimensions (here LR and AP). Mainly because the almost 4-fold number of volumes acquired in the same amount of scanning time, BOLD signal changes are detected with a higher sensitivity as compared to conventional 2D-EPI of about 2 s/volume. Eight hundred 3D PRESTO sensitivity encoding (SENSE) images depicting BOLD contrast were acquired with the following parameter settings: 40 (coronal) slices, TR/TE 21.75/ 32.4 ms, flip angle 10 , FOV 224 Â 256 Â 160, matrix 64 Â 64 Â 40, voxelsize 4 mm isotropic. Since these PRESTO SENSE images have little anatomical contrast, an identical scan, but with a flip angle of 27 (fa27) was made to improve realignment and co-registration during the preprocessing. After completion of the functional scans, a high resolution anatomical scan, with the following parameters: TR/TE: 9.86/4.6 ms, 1 Â 1 Â 1 voxels, flip angle 8
, was acquired to improve localization of the functional data.
Data analysis Preprocessing
fMRI data were analysed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM2; Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Preprocessing included reorientation and within-subject image realignment with rigid-body transformations using the fa27 as the reference to correct for the effects of head motion. After co-registration of the fa27 and the anatomical image and spatial normalization to a standard MNI template, images were smoothed using an 8-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analysis of fMRI responses
In order to compare hallucination periods to non-hallucinating (resting) periods during the hallucination paradigm, an activation model was created using balloon squeezes as signalling the hallucination onset and the time between squeezes and releases as the duration of the AVH. This model was co-evolved with the standardized haemodynamic response function from SPM2 to introduce typical delays of fMRI responses, and fitted to the data using a GLM estimation (Friston et al., 1995) . These hallucination periods were then compared to non-hallucinating (resting) scans.
Similarly, for the letter fluency paradigm an activation model was created to contrast activity during presentation of the letters versus rest blocks. Functional images were analysed on a voxel by voxel basis using multiple regression analysis (Worsley and Friston, 1995) with one factor coding for activation (task versus rest). Following the first level analyses, second level random-effects analyses were conducted for both the hallucination and the letter fluency paradigm to determine activation on a group-level (one sample t-tests). All thresholds corresponded to a P50.05 corrected for all voxels in the brain by the false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
In addition to the group analyses for the hallucinations and the letter fluency task, a multiple regression analysis without a constant, and hallucinations and letter fluency as the two covariates, was used to conduct a random effects group-wise conjunction analysis (Price and Friston, 1997) . A conjunction analysis identifies a 'common processing component' for two or more tasks by finding areas activated in independent subtractions (hallucinations versus rest and letter fluency versus rest).
Finally, lateralization indices were calculated on individual t-tests for both the letter fluency and the hallucination paradigm. For this purpose, a mask was created using the Anatomical Automatic Labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) comprising the main areas where language processing is thought to be mediated and their contralateral homologues (Springer et al., 1999) . Language areas consisted of the inferior frontal triangle, the insula, the middle temporal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus, the supramarginal gyrus and the angular gyrus. Lateralization indices were defined as the difference in 'thresholded' signal intensity changes in the left versus the right hemisphere (within the selected language regions) divided by the total sum of 'thresholded' signal intensity changes. Using this method, activity measures are based on signal intensity changes in those voxels that exceed a predefined activation level, as recommended by Jansen et al. (2006) . Differences in lateralization indices between the hallucination and the letter fluency activation were compared by means of a paired sample t-test.
Pearson's correlations were used to assess associations between subjective loudness of the AVH and activation of Heschl's gyrus, number of voices associated with activation of the superior temporal gyrus, and correlation between the lateralization index of AVH activity and the degree to which the emotional content of the AVH was scored as negative. A difference in activation during AVH between individuals with voices inside or outside the head was tested by direct comparison of patient groups.
Results

Clinical evaluation
Subjects were chronically psychotic with a mean total PANSS score of 73 (SD 13). The mean score on the positive subscale was 19 (SD 4), as was the mean score on the negative subscale (19, SD 4).
The phenomenology of voices interview showed that patients on average experienced AVH several times per hour with a mean duration of a few minutes. Most patients heard the voices both within their head as well as coming from outside their head, but located close to the ears. On average, the loudness of the experienced voices was described as comparable to normal speaking. Most patients described the voices as coming from the outside world, rather than attributing them to an internal source. Though all 24 patients had a strict personal content of their voices, they did have several aspects in common. There appeared to be two main themes in the content of AVH: the vast majority (18 patients) heard voices with a derogatory content, for example voices calling them names or telling them to hurt/kill themselves. A smaller group, consisting of six patients, experienced more neutral voices commenting on their thoughts and actions. Details about the AVH, as rated with the PSYRATS-AHRS interview are listed in Table 2 .
Performance during the functional scans
The mean number of hallucinations during the 8 min hallucination scans was 18 (SD 13). The mean duration of a hallucination was 20 s (SD 36), adding up to a mean total duration of the hallucinations of 362 s (SD 144).
For the letter fluency task, the 24 patients showed a mean accuracy of 19.2 words (SD 1.4), which is a 96% (SD 7) correct performance. Eight of the participants reported AVH during the language task. All eight patients indicated that the hallucinations were present during the language blocks as well as in the rest condition, which indicates that it will be lost in the subtraction. A between-group test comparing these eight patients to the others showed no significant differences, although this may partly be attributed to limited power.
fMRI results
Group analysis AVH
The group analysis for AVH revealed activation in multiple brain regions. Most extended activation was found in the right inferior frontal area, including the right insula and Broca's homologue (Fig. 1A and C) . Other regions with significant activation during AVH included the left insula, the bilateral supramarginal gyri (Fig. 1B) and the right superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 1C ). Broca's area and the left superior temporal gyrus were not significantly activated. There was also highly significant activation in the left motor cortex and the right cerebellum, most likely as a result of the balloon squeezes. Table 3 shows the coordinates of all local maxima significantly activated in the group analysis.
Group analysis language task
The group analysis for the language task revealed extensive activation of multiple confluent brain regions. These regions included Broca's area and to a lesser degree its contralateral homologue, both extending into the insula ( Fig. 2A) , the bilateral temporal area (superior and middle gyri), left more than right (Fig. 2B) , and the anterior cingulate gyri (Fig. 2C) . For more clarity with respect to the different functional regions implicated in the group letter fluency analysis, several masks, created with the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) are overlaid on the group results. Anatomic regions were chosen based on the locations of significantly activated local maxima in the group letter fluency analysis. Masks consisted of the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, insula, thalamus, anterior cingulum, fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, inferior parietal lobule, middle occipital gyrus and cerebellum. For every masked region, the amount of voxels significantly activated, the coordinates of the local maximum and its z-score are reported in Table 4 . The table also shows the coordinates of all local maxima significantly activated in the group analysis; note that activation is confluent between many of these local maxima.
Conjunction analysis
The group conjunction analysis showed several areas that were significantly activated in both paradigms which consisted of the right inferior frontal gyrus including Broca's homologue, the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the left insula and the right anterior insula. The SPM(T)s from this analysis are shown in Fig. 3 . Table 5 provides the location of the maximum voxels in these regions.
Lateralization
The mean lateralization index was À0.11 (SD 0.41) for the hallucination paradigm and 0.14 (SD 0.34) for the word generation task. The paired sample t-test revealed significantly lower lateralization during AVH as compared to covert word generation [t(23) = À2.4, P50.02].
The individual lateralization indices of hallucinatory activation were not correlated to the lateralization indices of word generation (Pearson's = 0.11, P = 0.63, shown in Fig. 4) .
There was no association between subjective loudness of the AVH and activation of Heschl's gyrus (Pearson's = À0.06, P = 0.77), nor was the number of voices associated with activation of the superior temporal gyrus ( =À0.05, P = 0.82). We could not find a difference in activation during AVH between individuals with voices inside or outside the head. The negative emotional content of the AVH, as rated on item 6 of the PSYRATS, correlated with the lateralization index of the AVH (Pearson's = À 0.5, P = 0.01), with a more negative emotional content of voices associated with stronger lateralization of hallucinatory activation to the right hemisphere (Fig. 5) . Since four correlations are tested, Bonferoni correction identifies a P-value of maximal 0.0125 for significance, which is achieved for the association with negative emotional content (P = 0.01).
Discussion
This study investigated cerebral activity using fMRI in a sample of 24 psychotic patients while they were experiencing AVH in the scanner. Results were contrasted to cerebral activity during normal language production (silent word generation) in the same patients. Group-wise analysis of activity during AVH yielded most extensive activation in the right inferior frontal area (including the right insula and the right homologue of Broca's area). Other areas that showed significantly increased activation during AVH were the superior temporal and supramarginal gyri (predominantly in the right hemisphere), and the left insula. Interestingly, Broca's area did not show significant activation during AVH, nor did the left superior temporal gyrus. In contrast to activation during AVH, the group-wise analysis of the word production task yielded most pronounced activity in the left inferior frontal area (including Broca's area and the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) extending into the left insula, the left superior and middle temporal gyri and the anterior cingulate gyrus. The right-sided homologues of these areas were also activated, but to a smaller degree. Activation during inner speech was more extended as compared to hallucinatory activity, which primarily results from the difference in the applied paradigm. Inner speech was activated in a block design, which yields robust activation. The number and duration of AVH during the functional scans differed between patients, which lead to more variable and less extended activation. In order to correct for this difference in power, a conjunction analysis was applied rather than a direct subtraction to compare the activation patterns of both paradigms (Price and Friston, 1997; Price et al., 1999) . This analysis showed that several cortical language areas were activated during both conditions, including right and left frontal areas, the anterior part of the right insula and the left inferior parietal lobule. The difference between activity during AVH and that during normal language production indicates that hallucinations mainly activate the right homologues of the language areas, especially the insula and the homologue of Broca's area, while normal language production predominantly activates frontal and temporal language areas in the left hemisphere. Lateralization of hallucinatory activity showed large inter-individual differences, ranging from strongly left lateralized, through bilateral to strongly right lateralized. Since there was a large inter-individual variability in the lateralization of activity during AVH, we explored possible correlations between lateralization of hallucinatory activity and individual characteristics, such as language lateralization and emotional content of the AVH. It appeared not to be correlated with language lateralization, but rather with the degree to which the content of the AVH had a negative emotional valence. This is not the first study to describe reversed lateralization of cerebral activity during AVH as compared to normal language activity. In an early case report, Woodruff et al. (1995) noted that AVH mainly activates the right language areas, while speech activates the left. Copolov et al. (2003) also reported hallucinatory activation in the right hemisphere homologue of Broca's region, but not in Broca's region. Most other studies, however, emphasized the role of Broca's area during hallucinations (McGuire et al., 1995 (McGuire et al., , 1997 Shergill et al., 2000 Shergill et al., , 2001 Shergill et al., , 2003 . Our study does not confirm activity in Broca's area during AVH, although it may have been present in some individuals. In addition to hallucination-related activity in language areas, both Shergill et al. (2000) and Copolov et al. (2003) reported activation in the left (para) hippocampal area. Even when we lowered the statistical threshold for detection to a more liberal value (i.e. P50.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons), no (para) hippocampal activity in either hemisphere could be observed. The absence of hallucinatory activity in the (para) hippocampal gyri is consistent with the results of Hoffman et al. (2007) who found hallucinatory activation in several frontal, temporal and temporo-parietal areas of both hemispheres, but detected no (para) hippocampal activation. Previous reports on activation in Broca's area during hallucinations have led to the conclusion that AVH arise from language produced in the usual speech production area, which is not recognized as such, but 'mis-attributed' to an external source as a result of inadequate selfmonitoring (McGuire et al., 1993; David 2004; Seal et al., 2004; Shergill et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2008) . It remains unclear, however, why some language fragments become misattributed, giving rise to AVH, while other internally generated speech (i.e. verbal thoughts) is processed normally. Our analyses offer an alternative explanation, as they show that cerebral activity arising from the right inferior frontal area is associated with AVH, while covert speech as produced in a word generation task originates from the usual speech production area (i.e. Broca's area). Activation of predominantly the right inferior frontal area during hallucinations may be related to the typical content of AVH.
In most right-handed subjects, the right hemisphere is inferior to the left in language production (Straus and Wada, 1983; Knecht et al., 2000) . When the left hemisphere is dysfunctional, as in aphasia patients, the right hemisphere is usually capable of producing a few short phrases of low linguistic complexity (Straus and Wada, 1983; Winhuizen et al., 2005) such as swearwords or terms of abuse, typically with a negative emotional content (van Lancker and Cummings, 1999) . In general, AVH in psychotic patients also consists of single words or truncated sentences (Stephane et al., 2003) and have a predominantly negative emotional content (Copolov et al., 2004) , suggesting that they may indeed be the product of right hemisphere language areas. Neuroimaging investigations revealed that emotional valence effects are strongly right lateralized in studies using compact blocked presentation of emotional stimuli (Kotz et al., 2006) .
Limitations
Although this study clearly points to activity of the right inferior frontal area during AVH, there are some difficulties in interpreting the provided data. A first problem is that non-specific acoustic activation due to scanner sounds may have dampened activity in the primary auditory cortex during AVH. Another limitation is that the cerebral activation pattern observed during the hallucination paradigm consists of activity related to AVH and motor activity, because participants indicated the presence of voices by squeezing a balloon. However, motor activity from squeezing with the right hand is mainly to be expected in the motor cortex and SMA of the contralateral hemisphere and in the right cerebellum (Cramer et al., 2002) , while our main finding was that AVH activate the right inferior frontal area, which would be a very unusual area to result from ipsilateral motor activity.
In summary, the group-wise analyses showed that AVH predominantly engage the right inferior frontal area, including the right insula and the right homologue of Broca's area, while normal language production does activate Broca's area. The association between AVH and activity in right hemisphere language areas could explain the low linguistic complexity and derogatory content, characteristic for AVH in psychotic patients.
